
Exploiting prior knowledge in IntelligentAssistants - Combining relational models withhierarhiesSriraam Natarajan, Prasad Tadepalli, and Alan FernShool of EECS,Oregon State UniversityThere has been a growing interest in developing intelligent assistant systemsthat help users in a variety of tasks. The emphasis in these systems has beento provide a well-engineered domain-spei� solution to the problem of reduingthe users' ognitive load in their daily tasks. A deision-theoreti model was pro-posed reently [1℄ to formalize the general problem of assistantship as a partiallyobservable Markov deision proess (POMDP). In this formulation, there is agoal-oriented user and an assistant ating interatively in the environment. Thegoal of the assistant is to take ations that minimize the expeted ost of om-pleting the user's task. In most situations, however, the user's task or goal is notdiretly observable to the assistant, whih makes the problem of quikly inferringthe user's goals from observed ations ritially important. To perform this goalinferene, it is important to learn the user's poliy as early as possible. In ourprevious work, we assumed that the user is reasonably rational to onstrain hispoliy. Also, we assumed a at user poliy to perform e�etive inferene.In this work, we aim to use the ombination of hierarhial and relationalknowledge about the user's goal struture to onstrain his poliy. For instane,a user who submits a paper would deompose the goals into writing the ab-strat, the main paper, run experiments, ompile the results and turn in thepaper. Also, the user would use the same methodology irrespetive of whetherhe turns in a paper to ICML or IJCAI. Similarly, the hoie of whether he runsthe experiments or writes the main setion would be inuened by the lose-ness of deadline. We believe that an assistant equipped with suh a relationalhierarhial knowledge would be able to provide e�etive assistane to the user.Our urrent work extends the assistantship model [1℄ to hierarhial andrelational settings, building on the work in hierarhial reinforement learningand statistial relational learning [3, 4℄. We extend the assistantship frameworkby inluding parameterized task hierarhies and onditional relational inuenesas prior knowledge of the assistant. An example of parameterized task hierarhyis presented in Figure 1. We refer the reader to [2℄ for the semantis and exeutionof these hierarhies. We ompile this knowledge into an underlying DynamiBayesian network and use Bayesian network inferene algorithms to infer thedistribution of user's goals given a sequene of their atomi ations. The DBNthat is obtained for inferring the user's goal is similar to the ones used for planreognition [5℄. We estimate the parameters for the user's poliy and inuenerelationships by observing the users' ations. One the user's goal distribution
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is inferred, we determine an approximately optimal ation by estimating the Q-values of di�erent ations using rollouts and piking the ation that has the leastexpeted ost. We evaluate our relational hierarhial assistantship model in two
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Fig. 1. Example of a task hierarhy of the user. The inner nodes indiate subtaskswhile the leaves are the primitive ations. The tasks are parameterized and the tasksat the higher level all the tasks at the lower leveldi�erent toy domains and ompare it to a propositional at model, propositionalhierarhial model, and a relational at model. Through simulations, we showthat when the prior knowledge of the assistant mathes the true behavior ofthe user, the relational hierarhial model provides superior assistane in termsof performing useful ations. The relational at model and the propositionalhierarhial model provide better assistane than the propositional at model,but fall short of the performane of the relational hierarhial approah. We referthe user to [2℄ for a detailed disussion of the experimental setup and the results.In our urrent work, we unrolled the observations and goal struture into aground DBN. Though this is justi�ed in many domains, the inferene ould beomputationally expensive in many domains. An important future work is todevelop faster inferene methods that do not need full unrolling. To this e�et,we are urrently working on dynami models that an avoid full grounding. Yetanother important future work is to improve the ation seletion mehanism ofour model and use methods that an exploit the goal struture of the user.Referenes1. Alan Fern and Sriraam Natarajan and Kshitij Judah and Prasad Tadepalli: ADeision-Theoreti Model of Assistane, IJCAI, 20072. Sriraam Natarajan and Prasad Tadepalli and Alan Fern: A Relational HierarhialModel for Deision-Theoreti Assistane, In proeedings of 17th Annual InternationalConferene on Indutive Logi Programming - To appear, 20073. Tom Dietterih: Hierarhial Reinforement Learning with the MAXQ Value Fun-tion Deomposition, JAIR, volume 13, 227-303, 2000,4. Tom Dietterih and Lise Getoor and Kevin Murphy: Statistial Relational Learningand its Connetions to Other Fields, ICML 2004 Workshop, Ban� Canada5. Hung Bui and Svetha Venkatesh and Geo� West: Poliy reognition in the AbstratHidden Markov Models, JAIR, volume 17, 2002




